Advertising with CityDating
CityDating accepts advertising on its homepage and subpages from institutional and individual
clients as well as associations, both UK - based and international, as long as the service being
advertised is of relevance to health, wellbeing and relationships and therefore of interest to our
readers. That we can effectively target this specific demographic. We retain the right to refuse
banner that deem unsuitable.

ADVERTISING ENQUIRIES
Company Name
Address

Tel
Text
Email

CityDating.com
Unit 46, 50 Sloane Street
London
SW1X 9SN
England
+44 207 193 9565
+44 0778 5225 444
CityDating@CityDating.co.uk

Banners
CD offers the opportunity of advertising on a fixed standard-size `clickable' banner on our freely
accessible homepage for either a three or six month period. Banners must be supplied by the
advertiser to the following specifications:
Width
Height
Format
Colour depth
Maximum file size

468 pixels
60 pixels
GIF
Up to 256 colours
90 KB

Alternatively, CD also offers the opportunity of placing an advertisement on a scrolling menu also
appearing on the homepage for a three, six or twelve month period. These must be supplied by the
advertiser to the following specifications:
Width
Height
Format
Colour depth
Maximum file size

120 pixels
600 pixels
GIF
Up to 256 colours
90 KB

Although this simple system is similar to traditional ads you might see in a printed publication, it
offers the added ability to bring a potential customer directly to your web site. So, advertisers must
also supply a viable URL (web address) to associate with their banner. Banners without a URL will not
be permitted Banners may be animated but are subject to approval. We advise that you check your
banner in a variety of browser environments prior to submission to the journal.

Mock Up of CD Home Page

Delivery
There will be one fixed banner and a limit of 10 scrolling ads on the homepage at anyone time. This
ensures maximum exposure to each visitor to the site.

Rates
Fixed Banner
Period
3 months
6 nonths

Commercial Rate
75 €
150 €

Period
3 months
6 nonths

Commercial Rate
50 €
100 €

Scrolling Ad

Orders are accepted from the UK and overseas and should be emailed (banner graphic and URL
should be sent as attachments) to citydaitng@CityDating.co.uk.
Please use the headings as set out in our order form. A purchase order number, a contact name and
invoicing address must be supplied for your order to be processed. Refunds will not be made once
banner has been mounted.
Reciprocal 'deals' and other marketing arrangements are always considered, so feel free to contact
us with your ideas.

Making an Effective Banner
There are a few qualities that generally make for more effective banner ads. If you are mounting a
banner ad campaign in Drama Research you should keep the following in mind:
•

•
•
•
•

Advertise a particular product or service in your banner, rather than your site generally. If
you do advertise a particular product or service, ensure you link the banner ad to that part of
your Web site, rather than your home page.
Use simple messages rather than complicated ones.
Use animated ads rather than static ones.
Your graphic content should provoke visitor curiosity, without being too obscure.
Make your banner visually appealing with interesting content.

